Jeff Kanterman joined NFI in 2014 to build a supply chain-based business process outsourcing solution. In Jeff’s current role as Senior Vice President of Transportation Management, he is responsible for NFI’s service offering that manages a shipper’s transportation activity through engineering, people, repeatable processes, and technology. His focus on building customer relationships, innovation, and creating sustainable processes that generate savings for shippers has been key to the continuous growth of the division.

Prior to joining NFI, Jeff was an operational leader at C.H. Robinson in Chicago for nine years where he was a top producer, mentor, and recognized as Employee of the Year in 2013.

Jeff graduated from the University of Kansas with a bachelor’s degree in Communications. He currently resides in Philadelphia, PA near NFI’s corporate headquarters in Camden, NJ. Jeff is an active member of many supply chain organizations and maintains two advisory board seats at Collaborative for Fresh Produce (CFP) and Lehigh University’s Center for Supply Chain Research.